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These two courses are very similar. The only
difference is we have modified some elements of
the onsite activities and made them more
appropriate for online delivery.

These are shorter versions of the course at a
substantially discounted rate, to give you a
flavour of what the full course is about.

HEaTED CPD courses have been carefully selected based on
your continuous feedback. Many technical professionals have
attended our courses and have applied their learning in
order to advance their roles and ultimately their careers. 

In order to make our CPD as accessible as possible we have
different delivery options for the majority of our courses as
described below:

Course Types

CPD
CONTRIBUTES TOWARDS 

SELF-DIRECTED CPD



Introduce delegates to the
underpinning principles of
unconscious bias 
Outline the evidence for the impact
of unconscious bias on our key
people processes at work (e.g.
recruiting, staff development, work
allocation, performance,
management) 
Allow delegates time to unpick their
systems and processes looking for
the risk of  bias 
Share with delegates research led 
ideas to help mitigate their
personal and organisational biases
Develop actions plans for adapting
systems  to mitigate bias

This 3 hour course is designed to:

Learn how Unconscious (implicit) Bias affects our behaviour
and our systems, and what we can all do to help 

mitigate our personal biases

SUMMARY
DELIVERY

Online

DURATION

  3 Hours

FEES

Members: £90
Non-Members: £145

Delivery Method

Unconscious Bias:
Awareness, Application 

and Organisational Action (HOC-017)

Instructor - led



How and why our unconscious biases (UB) develop
How our neurology creates and maintains our UB
The types of bias affecting us at work
The work conditions which can trigger biases
How UB impacts key people processes such as recruiting,
work allocation, performance management, promotion
and coaching/sponsorship
How UB extends into differences such as Age, Bodyweight,
Disability, Ethnicity, Gender, Height and Marital Status
Identify the risk points within key processes where bias
may appear
Identify the changes that can be made to bias proof
systems and processes
What we can do to help mitigate our personal biases at
work

Objectives of the course include exploring the following:

OBJECTIVES

Aim

Learn how Unconscious (implicit) Bias affects our behaviour
and our systems, and what we can all do to help mitigate our
personal biases. Review your key processes for bias and
develop organisational actions to mitigate bias.



Understand the underlying principle of unconscious bias
Understand the way unconscious bias impacts our decision
making
Recognise the types of and triggers for Unconscious Bias
Recognise the methods we can employ to mitigate our
personal biases skills 
Identify the risk points for bias in key processes and
systems
Develop action plans to target the risks of biases in key
processes and systems

By the end of this course, participants will be able to:

OUTCOMES CPD



This session offers delegates the opportunity to undergo personal

and confidential bias testing either before or after the session. 

Pre and post course tests can be purchased for an additional £5

per test per person. Please get in touch for further information on

pre/post course tests available.

Bespoke tests can be developed to reflect your organisational

issues, questions or performance frameworks with a commitment

to buy 500 tests.

If you would like to discuss a closed university or Institution group

package option then please get in touch to discuss this further.

The session uses the Chat and Polling facilities of the delivery

platform to encourage interaction and to tailor the session.

Flexible options to suit your group sizes.

Additional Information



HEaTED Bitesize

Understand the underlying principle of
unconscious bias
Understand the way unconscious bias impacts
our decision making
Recognise the types of and triggers for
Unconscious Bias
Recognise the methods we can employ to
mitigate our personal biases skills

By the end of this short course, participants 
will be able to:

HEaTED Bitesize - short, easy to digest and heavily discounted,
online version of specially selected courses for

as low as £30 per person!
 

 Unconscious Bias Bitesize: Awareness, Impact 
and Action (HBS-004)

1.25 hr Bitesize event
Online, instructor-led

£30 per person (members)
£50 per person (non-members)
£5   per pre/post course test

Duration: 
Hosting: 

Fees: 



HEaTED (Higher Education and Technicians Education
Development) is based at the University of Sheffield and is
the leading provider of professional development for the

technical workforce. 

HEaTED The University of Sheffield
8 Palmerston Road, Sheffield, S10 2TE

+44 (0) 114 222 9671 | heated@sheffield.ac.uk | www.heated.org.uk

ENQUIRE NOW

@HEaTEDtechs on TwitterCONNECT WITH US:

UNLOCK YOUR
POTENTIAL


